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1. INTRODUCTION 
Frank H. Clarke [4] has proved some subdifferential formulas for 
locally Lipschitz, not necessarily convex, integral functionals defined on the 
LebesgueeBochner space L;(Q), where X is a separable Banach space. 
Those results are extended to the case where the range of the measurable 
functions on which the integral functional acts, is a Souslin locally convex 
space. We also have necessary and sufficient conditions for the Gateaux dif- 
ferentiability of the integral function. In Section 4, we have some new 
results on constrained stochastic optimization and we also prove several 
other useful properties of integral functionals. 
In the next section for the convenience of the reader we will recall a few 
basic facts about Souslin locally convex spaces, Pettis integration, and 
measurable multifunctions. 
2. BACKGROUND MATERIAL 
A topological space X is a Souslin space if it is Hausdorff and there is a 
Polish space P and a continuous surjection $: P + X. Clearly since a 
Polish space is separable a Souslin space is separable too. Several 
topological vector spaces are Souslin vector spaces. For example, if X is a 
separable Frechet space then X equipped with the weak topology is 
Souslin. In particular for a separable Banach space X, (X, w) is a Souslin 
space. This example shows that a Souslin space need to be metrizable. 
Souslin spaces enjoy some very useful properties (for details, we refer to 
Schwartz [12]). In this work we will also consider Souslin locally convex 
spaces X, whose dual X* is also Souslin for at least one dual topology. This 
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is the case with separable Frechet spaces and with many locally convex 
spaces deduced from separable Frechet spaces (like those encountered in 
the theory of distributions). 
Now consider (Q, Z, cl) a complete, finite measure space and X a Souslin 
locally convex space. We know (see Bourbaki [ 1 ] and Valadier [ 131 
Lemma 2) that for a function f: Q +X the three basic concepts of 
measurability, namely Borel, strong and weak measurability coincide. We 
say that a function f: Q + X is weakly integrable if the real valued function 
(x*, f (. )) is integrable for all x* E X*. We say that f(. ) is Pettis integrable 
if it is weakly integrable and if for each A EC there exists xA E X st. 
tx*, x.4) = j.4 (x*2 f(w)) d p 0 ( ) f or all x* E X*, i.e., a function f(. ) is Pettis 
integrable if it is weakly integrable and the element of the algebraic dual 
(X*)’ determined by its weak integral, is actually in X. 
A locally convex space is said to have the G.S.C. property (or following 
Bourbaki [2] “la propriete G.D.F.“) if for all Banach spaces Y, every linear 
operator T: X-+ Y, whose graph is sequentially closed in Xx Y is in fact 
continuous. Clearly Frechet spaces (and therefore a fortiori Banach spaces) 
have the G.S.C. property. 
Finally if (Q, ,E’) is a complete measurable space (i.e., C = 2 = the univer- 
sal a-held), X is a Souslin space and F: Q + 2x\{#} is a multifunction with 
graph in C x B(X), (B(X) = the Bore1 a-field of X) then F( .) admits a 
measurable selector (Aumann’s selection theorem) and if K E C x B(X) then 
the projection of K on Q is a C-set (Von Neumann’s projection theorem). 
For details we refer to Saint-Beuve [ 111. Also if F(. ) is as above we define 
the weak Aumann integral of F(. ) to be the set u’ jr1 F(w) dp(o) = 
{yL2fW444: f: Q+X is a weakly integrable selector of F(o)}. 
Similarly the PettissAumann integral of F( .) is the collection of the Pettis 
integrals of all the Pettis integrable selectors of F(. ). We denote it by 
(PI In F(o) 440). 
3. SUBDIFFERENTIAL FORMULAS 
In general (52, C, p) will be a complete, finite measure space and X a 
Souslin, locally convex. Any deviation from those assumptions will be 
explicitly mentioned. 
Let f: 52 x X+ R be an integrand s.t. 
(1) for all x E Xf( ., x) is C-measurable, 
(2) for all o E Q f(o, ) is locally Lipschitz with respect to a con- 
tinuous seminorm p(. ), i.e., for all w E Q and for all x, y E UE J/(x,) = the 
filter of neighborhoods of x0 we have 
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Assume that k( .) E L’, (0) and set F(.Y) = 1,) f‘( (I), .Y) ctp( 0). Since for all 
cc) E 52 ,f‘(w, ) is locally Lipschitz, following Clarke [4] we can define its 
generalized directional derivative by 
Using .f‘ (0, x; ) we can define the generalized subdifferential of ,f’(to. ) 
by d,f(o, X) = {x* E X*: (x*, 12) <,.f‘“(w, X; h) for all VEX}. In the first 
result of this section we examine the set (P) lsZ ?,f’(o, X) +(o). 
So assume that X has the G.S.C. property and that X* is Souslin for 
some topology compatible with the duality (X, X*). This is equivalent to 
saying that (X*, W( X*, X)) is Souslin. 
THEOREM 3.1. (P)S, i,f’(o, X) dp( ) w IS nonrmpt~: conwx, and It.*-corn- 
pact. 
Proqf: By definition ?,f’(cu, X) = [.Y* E X*: (.u*, 11) <,f’ ‘(to, .u; h) for all 
h E x). Recalling that ,f” (OJ, .r; ) is continuous, sublinear, we see that 
a,,,,.,,,,(. ) =,f“((l~, -u; ). B ecause X is separable and f’(to, ) is locally -’ 
Lipschitz we can write that ,f’ ((11, X; h ) = lim t,,+ ~.~,,~I),i,,10,1,,i J.l 
(.f’(o, x,, + ~~,,Ir)~,f’(~, s ,))/E.,, where D is a countable dense subset of X. 
Hence ,f (., X; II) being the pointwise limit of a sequence of measurable 
functions is itself measurable. Using Theorem III-37 of Castaing-Valadier 
[3] we deduce that Gr ;if‘(~, .v) E Z x B(X). So we can find .y*: Q--t X* 
measurable s.t. .Y*(w) E (71‘((0, ,u) for all (I) EQ. Then for all ~ESZ and all 
h6X we have 
l(.r*(w), h)l <.I’ ‘((0, .r; h) d k(o) p(h) 
-i,, l(.u*(o), h) 1 &(uJ) d .i,, k((lJ) p(h) &(cJJ) < + x’. 
This shows that .Y*( .) is rt,*-integrable. Because X has the G.S.C. property. 
from the Gelfand-Dunford theorem [l] we deduce that 
jn x*(o) 4.4w) E x*, so that s*(. ) is Pettis integrable. Thus we have 
shown that (P) in t?f’( u, x) &L(w) # @. Recalling that i?f’(o, X) is u>*-com- 
pact and convex (see Lebourg [7]) the rest of theorem is an immediate 
consequence of Theorem V-14 of Castaing-Valadier [3]. 
Clearly F(. ) too is locally Lipschitz for the seminorm p(. ). So a problem 
that comes up, is to determine the relation between ?F(x) and 
(P) fn 8f(o, x) &(o). This relation is obtained in the next theorem. 
Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are still in effect. 
THEOREM 3.2. dF(x) c (P) jn c;?.j’(w, x) +(a). 
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Proof. Let x*~aF(x). Then by definition we have (x*, h)dF”(x; h) 
for all h E X. A simple application of Fatou’s lemma gives us that 
F”(x; h) 6 JQ f”(o, x; h) 440). Recall that jn f”(o, x; h) &(w) = 
ja %,,,o,x,v4 dP(Q)) = ~(P)jQdf(W,\-) (15). Hence we have that (x*, h)< 
qP)j,?f(m,.Y,(h) f or all h E X. From Theorem 2.4.1 of Pallu de la Barr&e [ 81 
we know that there exists x*: n + X* w*-measurable s.t. x* = 
M’* In x*(w) d/J(w). 0 rice again the Gelfand-Dunford theorem tells that 
x* = M’* ja x*(w) d/L(w) = (P) ja x*(o) &(w). Thus x* E (P) jn 8f(w, x) 
&(o) which proves that OF c (P) jn af(w, x) dp(~). Q.E.D. 
We can improve this result if we impose stricter conditions on the 
integrand ,f( ., . ). Following Clarke we will say that a locally Lipschitz 
function f: X -+ [w is regular at .Y if and only if the right directional 
derivative f’(x; ) exists and ,f’(x; . ) = .f’“(.u; . ). It is easy to check that finite 
convex and Gateaux differentiable functions are regular at all points. Again 
the assumptions of the previous two theorems, hold. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. V,for all w E Q ,f(o, . ) is regular at x E X then F(. ) is 
regular at x and iiF = (P) jn l?f(o, x) dp(o). 
Proof A routine application of the dominated convergence theorem 
tells us that F(x; .) exists and F(.u; h) = jnf“(w, x; h) dp(o) = 
jnf‘“(m, x; h) dp(w). Also we always have that F(x; .) < F”(x; h). Thus we 
get that lRfU( o, X; h) dp(o) dF”(x; h). We have already seen that the 
opposite inequality always holds. Hence we conclude that 
i p 
w, .r; h) dp(o) = F”(x; h) 
-i’ o;i,(<o.,,(h) &(w) = a,,,,(h) 
R 
for all h E X. Since both sets are nonempty, &)*-compact and convex we 
conclude that OF = (P) In 8f(o, x) dp(w). Q.E.D. 
As we already mentioned finite convex functions are regular at all points. 
So as a corollary we obtain the following particular case of a result of 
Rockafellar [9] proved for X being a separable Banach space. 
COROLLARY. If f (. , ) is a locally Lipschitz, convex integrand then 
Wx) = (P) In af(w x) 44~). 
We will generalize this corollary by dropping the Lipschitzness 
hypothesis. This way we will also generalize the above-mentioned result of 
Rockafellar. 
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Assume that X is a separable Frechet space and that (X*, )1,(X*, I’)) is 
Souslin. Let S be the space of all functions g: Q + X which are weakly 
measurable, 1‘(O) be the filter of neighborhoods of the origin in X and 
pc(.) the Minkowski functional of C’E. 1‘(O) (so p(,(.) is a continuous 
seminorm). For g E S and U E .4‘(O) define 
4cdd = i, Pu(g(w)) 44w). 
Let Li(O)= {gES: qL,(g)< +c;o for all ZIEJ&-(O)} and L:(Q)= 
Lk(Q)/B, where 0 = (g E S: qu(g) = 0 for all U E. v(O)}. Then L:(Q) is a 
locally convex space with {qr:}l.;E + CO) being the generating family of 
seminorms. Furthermore it is metrizable since X is. (This is easy to see if we 
recall that a locally convex space is metrizable if and only if is generated by 
a countable family of seminorms). Also following Bourbaki [ 11 we define 
,rP$*(Q) = {h: D + x: * w*-measurable and ,n-a.e. equal to a function h’(. ) 
defined on Q and having values in an equicontinuous subset of Xz. ). We 
denote by L$. the quotient space of Y,& by the space of functions which 
are w*-locally p-negligable from Q into Xz,. Using the l--l correspondence 
UE N(O)* U” = w*-compact (and so equicontinuous) we can see that 
L&(Q) is a metrizable locally convex space. Finally (L:(Q), L’&(Q)) is a 
separated ual system. 
For the next result assume that X is in addition reflexive. 
THEOREM 3.3. !f’.f‘: f2 x X+ R is u contw.y, normal integrund st. ,fbr ull 
x(.)EL!JQ) f(., x(.))E L’(Q) and there e.uists .u*(.)EL,G: s.t. 
Inf*(q x*(w)) L@(O) < +x1 then ?F(x) = (P) jn (7.f’(~, x) &L(w). 
Proof: Let T be the canonical injection of X into L;,?(Q)). Then T*: 
L&(Q) + X* and clearly T*(x*( .)) = SC2 x*(w) dp(o) for all .u*( .) E 
L&(Q). Using this operator we can write F(x) = I,( TX) where Z,(.Y( .)) = 
jnfb x(w)) 440). F rom Valadier [ 131 we know that Z,(. ) is 1.s.c. on 
LFw(Q) and so because of convexity it is m(L;R, Lk,)-1.s.c. (m-denoting the 
Mackey topology). Also by hypothesis I,(. ) is finite and since (L;*, m) is 
barrelled we conclude that I,(. ) is m-continuous. Applying Theorem I-29 of 
Castaing-Valadier [3] we get that i3F(x) = T*dZ,(Tx). Let x*( ) E 8Zk TX). 
Then (Z&*(x*) + Z,(Z’x) = ( x*, TX) where (., ) denotes the duality 
brackets for the dual pair (Lk,, L,““). From Valadier [ 131 we know that 
(Z,-)*(.)=I,,(.). Hence we have 
Zf,(x*) + Z,(T.x) = (x*, TX) 
-*Cf ( I * w> x*(w)) +f(w XII 4.40) = JQ (x*(o), -XI 440). 
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From the Young-Fenchel inequality we know that we always have 
f*(o, x*(w)) +f(o, x) > (x*(w), x). So we conclude that 
f*(o, x*(u)) +f(w, x) = (x*(w), x) p - a.e. 
a x*(u) E df(0, x) p - a.e. 
and 
x* = T*(x*(. )) = (P) s, x*(w) d/L(w) E lw(x). 
So this proves that OF = (P) jn af(o, x) C+(O). Q.E.D. 
We will close this section with a look on the Gateaux differentiability of 
locally Lipschitz L’-integrands. For that purpose we need some auxilliary 
material. 
Assume that (X, Y) is a separated ual system and A is a nonempty sub- 
set of X. By (TV we denote the support function of A. 
LEMMA 3.1. rf‘~~(~j)= -cA(-y),f br all y E Y then A is a singleton. 
Prooj: Suppose not, and let x,, x2 E A s.t. x1 #x2. Then there is y E Y 
s.t. (y, x2) -c (y, xl). Clearly (y, x,) d a,(y), (- y, -x1) < oA( - Y). Adding 
those two inequalities we get that (y, x, --x2) < a,(y) + uA( - y) = 0 a con- 
tradiction. Q.E.D. 
Now let X be a 1.c.s. and let ,f: X + R be locally Lipschitz for a con- 
tinuous seminorm p(.). Define p(x; h) =f”(x; h) +f‘“(x; -h). Using that 
function we can obtain a nice necessary and sufficient condition for con- 
tinuous Gateaux differentiability of .f( . ) at a point. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. The following two statements are equivalent: 
(1) f ( .) is continuously Gateaux differentiable at x, 
(2) p(x;h)=Ofor all hEX. 
Proof (1 * 2). Since f(. ) is continuously Gateaux differentiable at 
XEX we know that f’(x; .) exists and f’(x; .) = f”(x; .)EX*. Thus 
p(x; h) = 0 for all h E X. 
(2=1) Since p(x;h)=O for all hEXaf”(x;h)+f”(x; -h)=O= 
a,,.,,,(h) + CT~~(~)( -h) =O. Invoking Lemma 3.1 we get that aF(x) is a 
singleton, which by Proposition 3.1 of Lebourg [7] means that f(. ) is con- 
tinuously Gateaux differentiable at x. Q.E.D. 
Using this result we can derive a necessary and sufficient condition for 
the continuous Gateaux differentiability of the functional F(. ). So let X be 
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a Souslin, locally convex space having the G.S.C. property and s.t. 
(X*, w*) =X$ is Souslin too. Let .f’: Q x X+ R be a locally Lipschitz L’- 
integrand (i.e., k(. ) E L’(Q)). Define for x E X 
R(x) = {w E 52: J’(o, ) is continuously Gateaux differentiable at .t- ) 
THEOREM 3.4. [f everything is as above then 
(1) R(x)ECfbr all xfsX. 
(2) Assume that f(w, ’ ) i.~ p-a.e. regular at x. Then F( . ) is continuousl?~ 
Gateaux differentiable at XE X <f and only ifp(R(x)) = 1. 
Proof (1) From Proposition 3.2 we have that R(x) = {(II E Q: 
p(o, x; h) =0 for all h E X). Note that p(w, x; .) is continuous. So if 
{hnln>, is a countable dense subset of X we can write that 
R(x)= f-j (PER: p(o,x;h,)=O}. 
,I= I 
But p( ., x; h,) is measurable for all n 3 1. So R(x) EC. 
(2) Necessity. From Proposition 3.1 we know that c’F(.u) = 
(P) jn 8f(w, x) dp(w). But since F(. ) is continuously Gateaux differentiable 
at XE X we have that dF(x) = fV,f(x)(.)}. So 
VF(-x) = (P) J, iif( u, x) dp(w) *VF(x)(h) 
and 
VF(x)(-h)=a ,.,,,,,i,,,,,l(-h)=J‘I1 ~i,,w.,,(-h)d/GW) 
* 1 *, (~w,,,..,(h) + ~i/(,,,. ,( --/I)) 4(w) = 0. 
From sublinearity we know that for all w E Q cr~~,(~,,, .,( h) + g;,,,,,, li ,( -h) 3 0. 
Thus we conclude that o~~/.~~o~r~(h) + c,~,(,,,,.~,( -h) = 0 p-a.e. and this by 
Proposition 3.2 means that f(o, . ) is p-a.e. continuously Gateaux differen- 
tiable at x. So p(R(x)) = 1. 
Sufficiency. If p(R(x)) = 1 then 
m-(x) = (P) s, Jf( w> x)440) = (f’) i,,,, Jf(w -y) 44w). 
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But on R(x), 8f(w, x) is a singleton. So OF is a singleton which means 
that F(. ) is continuously Gateaux differentiable at x E X. Q.E.D. 
From the necessity part of the above proof we can extract the following 
nice corollary: 
COROLLARY. Zf f(o, ) is ,u-a.e. regular at x and F(. ) is continuously 
Gateaux differentiable at x then f(o, .) is p-ax. continuously Gateau,y d$ 
,ferentiahle at x and VF(x)(.)= jn V.f(w, x)(. ) tip(w). 
4. MEASURABLE MULTIFUNCTIONS AND INTEGRAL FUNCTIONALS 
We will start with some results on constrained stochastic optimization. 
Assume that X is a Souslin space and (!2, Z) is a measurable space. We will 
say that C is a Souslin family if ,Z’ is closed under the Souslin operation (see 
Rogers [lo]). This is the case for example when Z comes from an outer 
measure (consequently when C is complete). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. ZfF: Q + 2x\{~) h as a C x B(X)-measurable graph f: 
Q x X + R is Z x B(X) measurable and (i ) Z is a Souslin family andf (0, . ) 
is U.S.C. for all w E 52 or (ii) (Q, C) is complete and f(w, .) is kc. ,for ull 
w E Q then o -+ m(o) = inf,, p,,uj ,f(u, x) is E-measurable. 
Proof: First, we consider the case where (i) holds. Then Theorem 5.10 
of Wagner [ 141 tells us that F(. ) admits a Castaing representation 
{x,,(. )},,, , . Then thanks to the upper semicontinuity of ,f(o, . ) we have 
that m(w) = inf,, z , ,f( o, x,,(o)). Note that ,f(., .) is superpositionaily 
measurable. Thus o + m(w) is Z-measurable. 
Next assume that (ii) holds. Note that m(o) < i, if and only if there exist 
XE F(w) s.t. f(co, x) < A. Let 
G=\‘(o,~~)~GrF:f(o,x)<;l} 
= {(O,X)EQxX:,f( w, x) < A} n GrFE Z x B(X) 
Then {WE&~: m(u) < i) =X,(G) EZ (by the projection theorem). So 
w + m(o) is C-measurable. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Clearly an analoguous result holds for M(w) = supYEP,,,,) 
f(w x). 
We will complete this result by examining the measurability of the 
corresponding argmin multifunction. So assume that (a, C) is a complete 
measurable space and X is a Souslin space. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Zf F: Q + 2x\ { 4 } has compact values and 2 x B(X)- 
measurable graph and ,f’: 52 x X -+ R is Z x B(X)-measurable and ,for all 
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o E CJ f(o, ) is 1.s.c. then (1) + argmin \ F )( ,.,, ,f’(w, .K) has a 2‘ x B(X)- 
measurable graph. 
Proof: Let T(o) = argmin,..,,~,,,,1’((~, 9). Then f(w) = (XE F(w): 
m(w) =f(o, x)}. We already know from Proposition 4.1 that (I) + m(w) is 
C-measurable. So (w, X) + m(w) -,f(to, s) is Z x B(X)-measurable. Using 
this fact it is easy to see that Gr I’= {(u, .Y)ECI x X: M(U) - 
f(w, x) = 0) n Gr FE C x B(X). Q.E.D. 
Remark. In fact for every K closed (or compact) subset of X we have 
that f-(K) = { WEQ: z-(o)nK#cj}EC ( see Wagner [ 14, Theorem 4.21). 
In this case we call the multifunction measurable. 
Now we will examine a constrained maximization problem involving an 
integral cost functional. So assume that (0, Z, p) is a complete finite 
measure space and X is a Souslin locally convex space. By L (resp. L*) we 
will denote the space of all equivalence classes for equality p-a.e. of weakly 
measurable functions from CI into X (resp. X*). We make the assumption 
that for each X( .) E L and each x*( .) E L* the (W-valued function Q + 
(x*(o), x(o)) is integrable Also assume that L is decomposable in the 
sense of Valadier [ 13, p. 2721. Finally if F( . ) is a multifunction, by Sk we 
denote all weakly measurable selectors of F(. ) that belong in L. 
THEOREM 4.1. Zf F: !S + a”\{@} h as closed values and a C x B(X)- 
measurable graph and Sk # d, ,f: 52 x X + R is Z x B( X)-measurable, ,for all 
COED, f(o;) is U.S.C. (or 1.s.c.) and there exists .Y,(.)ES~ s.t. Z,(.K,,(.))> 
--co then su~.~.)~,~:~~t~(.))=~~sup~~,.-,~.,).f(m,.~)d~(~). 
Proof: Our proof follows Rockafellar [9] and Valadier [ 131. 
Note that for all x(.)ES~ .f((l),.Y(W))~su~,.,;,~ , ,  f(o,x)=M(o) 
and we know that u + M(w) is C-measurable. Also because of our 
hypothesis on I,(. ) we have that M(. ) is quasi-integrable. So we get 
thatJ,f(o, x(o)) d,u(o) <jn M(o) dp(o) for all x(~)~.S~-.=sup~, tS:, 
z,b(. 1) G jn M(o) 44(o). 
Now let P <SC) M(u) dp(o) and take a”( .) integrable s.t. U”(W) d 
f(o, x0(o)) p-a.e. (take, e.g., a”(w) = -,f (w, x0(w))). Next we will show 
that there exists a, (. ) integrable s.t. JR al(o) 44w) > B and a,(w) < M(w) 
p-a.e. 
If jn M(o) dp(w) < + co let r( ) be a strictly positive integrable function 
and set a,(o) = M(o) - &r(U) for E > 0 sufficiently small. 
If js2 M(o) dp( w) = + cci let 
g,(w) = inf{nr(o), 4 M(w); if M(o)>0 
M(u)-r(u) if M(U)) < 0. 
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Clearly g,(.) increases as n + co and g,(o)? 5 M(u) on the set {u~SZ: 
M(w) > O}. So we have that jn g,(w) &(o) t +co. Let n be large enough 
so that jn g,(o)&(o) > /? and for that n let al(o) = g,(w). Clearly from 
the definition of g,(.) we have that for all w E a a,(o) < M(o). Next con- 
sider the multifunction R(o) = F(o) n {x E X: f(o, x) 3 a,(o)} + Gr R E 
Z x B(X). Applying Aumann’s selection theorem we get that there exists X: 
IR + X measurable s.t. X(W)E R(w) for all 01~52. From Lemma 4 of 
Valadier [13] we can find {!2n}n2,, a sequence of subsets of 52, s.t. x(s2,) 
is compact and p(Sr\tJ,:=, 52,) = 0. For n large enough we will have that 
Let 
i(w) =x(w) on Sz, 
%(W 1 on !2\$Q,,. 
Then since by hypothesis L is decomposable, a(. ) E L. So i(. ) E Sk. Note 
that 
and this implies that ~up.~,.,~~~b 1,(x(.)) = jR ~up~~,.-~,~,,.f(~, x) +(w) as 
claimed. Q.E.D. 
An interesting consequence of this theorem is the following result. The 
spaces are as before. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Zf F: !I2 + 2x\ {c$} has closed, comex values, C x B(X)- 
measurable graph and Si # q6 then for all x*(. ) E L* we have that 
CT&*(. )) = jn ~n,o,(x*(~)) 44w). 
Proof. By definition for all x* E X* crnJx*) = ~up,~~,~,~~ (x*, x). Using 
the Castaing representation theorem we can write that a,(,,,(~*) = 
sup,> ,(x*,fn(w)). F rom Lemma 4 of Valadier [ 131 we know that 
(w, x*) + (x*, f,(o)) is Cx B(X*) measurable. Hence aFc.,(.) is 
2 x B(X*)-measurable. Thus we can apply Theorem 4.1 and get that 
a&*(9)= sup (-u*(.),d.))= SUP I (x*(o),~w))&(w) 
';(. 1 t sf \.(.)E.$ 0 
= j sup (x*(o), x) Mu) = ?*, a,-,,,I,(-x*(o)) &L(w) 
Q rt FCC”) 
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(recall, (., ) denotes the duality brackets between L and L* defined by 
(x*(. ), -4.1) =I0 (-x*((o), -y(o)) 440)); Q.E.D. 
We will use this result to obtain a nice expression for the subdifferential 
of I,(. ). Our result extends a previous one by Rockafellar [9] obtained for 
the LebesgueeBochner space L:.(KI)), where X was a separable reflexive 
Banach space. 
Assume that (!2, C, ,u) is a complete, finite measure space and X is the 
weak dual of a separable Frechet space Y. Consider the separated dual 
system (L; (SL), L:(n)). 
THEOREM 4.2. IJ’,f’: Q x X + &!! is a convex, normal integrand s.t. fbr all 
x(.)ELF(SZ) Z,(x(‘))< +clc then ,fbr all x(.)EL,~(Q) II’~ have that 
SZAx(.)) = {y(.) e L:(Q): y(o)Eiif’(w, x(w)) p-a.e. ). 
Prooj From Valadier [ 131 we know that I,(. ) is I.s.c., convex, and 
finite on L,“(Q). So it is continuous. Then from convex analysis we know 
that for all h(.)EL;(R) we have that cri,,,v, ,,(h(.))=Z;(.u(.); h(.)). An 
easy application of the monotone convergence theorem gives us that 
WWM=j .f’(o,-Y(o);~(w))~~(w). 
Y 
But because of our integrability hypothesis we have that p-a.e. ,f‘(c,, ) 
is I.s.c., convex, finite. So ,f’(o, X(Q); h(o)) = (T;,(,,,, ,,,,,,,(h(o)). Hence we 
have that CJ cv,w,,(W 1) = Jn ~,~f.(co. x(u)) (h(w)) dp(o). Recall that FI o+ 
df(w, x(w)) has a 2x B(X)-measurable graph and Sk) # $7J. So by 
Proposition 4.3 we have that o,L:(h( .)) = CJ~,,,~,. ,,(h(. )). Since both sets are 
convex, closed, and the above e4uality is true for all h(. ) E L,” we conclude 
that 
S~:=al,(x(.))~alXx(.))= {y(.)gLL(Q): I?(~)E~,~‘(o,x(o))~-a.e.). 
Q.E.D. 
In the next result we show that in the Castaing representation of a mul- 
tifunction F(. ) (see Wagner [ 141) we can have all elements to belong in L. 
So assume that (!J, 2’) is a measurable space with Z a Souslin family, X is 
Souslin locally convex and L is decomposable. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. If F: Q + 2x\ { 0 } has closed values, a ,Z x E(X)- 
measurable graph and Sk # 0 then F( . ) has a Castuing representution con- 
sisting of‘ elements in S;;. 
Proof: From Wagner [ 141 we know that F(. ) admits a Castaing 
representation. So we can write F(o) = cl{ g,,(w)1,,2, with g,,(. ) 
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measurable selectors of F(. ). From Lemma 5 of Valadier [ 131 for every 
n> 1 we can find {SZnm}nra, CZ s.t. g,,(!2,,,,) is compact and 
~(I~\U~= I s2,,) = 0. Let f E S$ and define .f,, = xn,, g, + xn> s2,,, f: Because 
of the decomposability of L ,f;,, E L for all n, m 3 1. Clearly such a function 
is a selector of F(. ). So {f;l,,,},l,nl 2, c S$. Finally note that 
cl{.f,mw)n,m~, =F(w). Q.E.D. 
This result provides us the following interesting corollary. 
COROLLARY. [f F, , Fz: 52 + 2”\ ($3) ure us in Proposition 4.4 and Sf:, = 
S$: # Iz, then F,(o) = F,(w) Cc-a.e. 
Next we will represent a series of results concerning convex normal 
integrands and measurable multifunctions, for the case where the space X is 
Souslin locally convex. 
We start with a result about the measurability properties of the subdif- 
ferential multifunction of such an integrand .f’( ., ). Assume that (52, .Z, p) is 
a complete, finite measure space and X, X*M.* are both Souslin, locally con- 
vex spaces. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. !f ,f: Q x X + R is a convex normul integrand and x: 
R -+ X is meusurahle then UJ -+ $f( (11, x(w)) has u C x B( X* ,, * )-measurable 
graph. 
Proof Recall that c’f’(w, X(W)) = {x* E .I’*: f(cti, X(W)) +,f *(co, x*) = 
(AC* , X(Q))}. Note that (11 +f(w, X(Q)) is Z-measurable. Also from Valadier 
[13] we know that f*(., .) is normal too. So it is Zx B(X*,,*) measurable. 
Furthermore we claim that ((0, s*) --) (x* , x(o)) is measurable. To see that 
recall that X(Q) = lim, _ I s,,(w) where s,,( .) are simple. So (x*, X(W)) = 
lim,, - x (x* , s,,(cL))). But (w, x*) -+ (x*, s,,(w)) is measurable. Hence 
(Q, x*) + (x*, .x(w)) is measurable. All those observations tell us that 
Gr z.f(., -I$.))= (((J), x*) ~52 x x*,,..:f(o, x(w)) 
+.f *(co, x*) - (x*, x(0)) = O] 
is in C x B(X*...) as claimed. Q.E.D. 
Using normal integrands we can have a necessary and sufficient con- 
dition for a large class of multifunctions to have a C x B(X)-measurable 
graph (and so to be measurable). Again (52, C, 11) and X, X*,,.* are as 
before. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. F: Q + 2x\{ 0 } has closed, convex values and a 
,!I x B(X)-measurable graph if and only (f CT~(. , . ) is a convex normal 
integrand. 
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Proqf: If Gr FEZ‘XB(X), Theorem5.10 of Wagner [14) tells us that 
F( .) admits a Castaing representation. Let [,f;,(. ) ) ,I ,~, be such a represen- 
tation. We have that G~,~,,,(.Y*) = sup, ~ , (X*,,/;,(U)). Once again note that 
(w, x*) + (x*,J,(w)) is Zx B(X*,,.)-measurable. So [TV, ,( .) is indeed a 
convex normal integrand. 
Conversely, assume that crF(. ,(. ) is convex normal. From Valadier [ 131 
we know that [rr,.,]*(.)=s,,.,(.) is a normal integrand too. Hence rpi 
6,. ,(. ) = F(. ) x [w + has a C x B(X) x B( [w + ) measurable graph. Now note 
that Gr F= n Rx JGr epi S, ,( .)) E Z x B(X) (projection theorem). Q.E.D. 
In fact we can improve that result. Recall that a multifunction F( .) with 
nonempty values is said to be scalarly measurable if and only if for al .u* E 
X* o + CJ~~~~,(X*) is measurable. The assumptions of the previous 
proposition on (52, Z, p) and X remain in effect. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Jf’ F( . ) has nonemptJ3 closed convex values in X and is 
scalarly measurable then Gr FE Z x B(X). 
ProqfI Note that F(w) = 1.~ E X: (.u*, s) d c,,-,,,,,(x*) for all X* E X* ). 
From Lemma III-32 of Castaing-Valadier [3] we can find (xX },,a, which 
is dense in (X*, m(X*, X)). Then Lemma III-34 of the above reference 
allows us to write that F(O) = n,;=, [.x E X: (x,T, X) < c~,J.YX)} + Gr FE 
C x B(X). Q.E.D. 
Working with integral functionals determined by normal integrands we 
can prove the following interesting result about closed valued mul- 
tifunctions. We assume that (Q, C, cc) is a complete, finite measure space 
and A’, A’*,.* are Souslin locally convex spaces. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. If F: Q + 2x\ (a } has closed values and a Z x B(X)- 
measurable graph and also Sk # @ then conv Sk = S&,.. 
ProqjI Let ,f(o, X) = 6, ,,,,,(x), where 
6F,,,,,(-X) = 0 if XE F(o) 
+a if x 4 F(o) 
(indicator function of F(w)). Note that epi ,f(w, .)= F(o) x R,. So 
G~~~~~(~;)=G~F~R+~CXB(X)~B(R+). Furthermore we see that 
w + epif(o, . ) has nonempty and closed values. So Lemma 7 of Valadier 
[13] tells us that f( ., .) is a normal integrand. Our hypothesis about the 
existence of an x0( .) E Sk allows us to use the theorem of Valadier [ 131. 
Thus we have that (!,)*(.)=I,.(.) and (Z,-)**(.)= (I,-.)*(.). Recall that 
f*(o, .) = [S,,,]*(.) = a,,,,(. ). So I,-*(O) = 0 and so another application 
of Valadier’s theorem gives us that (I,-+)(. ) = I, .*(. ). So we have 
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(Z,)**(.)=Zf..(.)*conv(Z,-)(.)=Ze,(.) (where by COnv we denote the 
closed convex hull of the function under consideration). But note that 
- - x( . ) E epi I,(. ) if and only if x( . ) E Sk. So conv I/= conv Sb. Also note that 
mf= J,,,,. Hence Zm, = SkF. Combining all those facts we finally 
have cOnv SL, = Skp Q.E.D. 
When dealing with extended real-valued properf: X+ R it is convenient 
to introduce the notion of the effective domain of f(. ). This is the set 
domf= {x E X: f(~) < + cc }. In the next two results we study the effective 
domain of normal integrands f( ., . ) and of the corresponding integral 
functional I,(. ). 
Following Himmelberg [S] we say that F: R + 2X\{ 0) is measurable 
(resp. weakly measurable) if Pm (V) = (wESL: F(o)n V# 0) EC for all 
VG X closed (resp. open). For the first result assume that all spaces are as 
before in addition X is metrizable. 
PROPOSITION 4.9. If ,f: 52 x X + R is a normal integrand then w + 
dom f (0, . ) is weakly measurable. 
Proqf: We know that ,f *( ., .) is a normal integrand too. For any x* E 
dom f*(o, .) we have that 
J’*,(B, h*) = sup.f‘*b’ x* +J.hr;) --f*(w x*1 
I P 0 
=supf*(w x* ++f*b, x*). 
n2I n 
From this we see that ,f *,( ., .) is C x B(X*..,)-measurable. Also since for 
all 0 E G? f(0, . ) is proper, convex, I.s.c., i.e., f(w, . ) E f,(X) (see Laurent 
[6]), we have f*(q .) E Z,,(X*,.,) and so ,fz(~, .) E Z-,(X*,*). Thus we 
deduce that f*,( ., . ) is a convex normal integrand. From convex analysis 
(see Laurent [6]) we know that f*,(w, h*)=aXrcC,,, ,(h*). Then 
Proposition 4.6 tells us that w + dom f(w, . ) has a 2 x B(X) measurable 
graph and so it is weakly measurable (Wagner [ 14, Theorem 4.21). Finally 
invoking Proposition 2.6 of Himmelberg [5] we conclude that o + 
dom f(w, . ) is weakly measurable. Q.E.D. 
Now we will establish a relation between the effective domain of Zx. ) 
and that of f(o, . ). Again we make the standard assumptions, namely that 
(Sz, ,IY, p) is a complete, finite measure space and that X, X*,,. are Souslin 
locally convex spaces. Also assume that p(. ) is nonatomic and X is 
metrizable. 
PROPOSITION 4.10. Zf f: R x X + 17% is a convex normal integrand and 
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there exists .xg(. ) E L s.t. f,(x(,( )) < + ;c’ then dom I, = cl SC) dom .f’(u~, I 
&(w). 
Proof We know that OG,, = (I, 13 Also (I,)* = I,. and a 
straightforward application of the monotone convergence theorem implies 
that (If)% = (I,.), = I,:. But ,f‘“: = a=,. So we finally get that 
adom,,(. 1 = I 
adomItc,,. ,(. ) M(~J). 
a 
Note that x0( .)ES~,,.. , # @ and cu -+ domj’(tu, .) has nonempty 
closed convex values and is measurable. So applying Proposition 4.3 we get 
that 
a=,(. 1 = a~ndomt(,.,, ,(.)*domI, =cl [ d om ,f’(to, ) &((I)). Q.E.D. - n 
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